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A: It's a mid level value

of "Dead". There are
only two ways to get it.

Master Card Paypal
Your email address is

safe. I'm a data
collector and even

when you reply, your
email address will not

be given out to any 3rd
parties. Q: Why is

Python DataRobot tool
giving different results
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for my CSV file? I am
trying to use the

DataRobot tool for the
first time, and I have
successfully queried

my database. However,
my query is giving me
different results from
the tool than when I

run it on the database
manually. Is there

something I'm doing
wrong? Is there

something wrong with
my CSV? I have also
tried to run the same

query and then convert
the CSV to a more
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table like structure.
That did not work

either. Here is my CSV
File: firstname,lastnam

e,age leon,smith,20
tim,brown,30

stacie,york,10 And
here are the first few
lines of the output:

Requested_Outcomes {
"fieldname":"allergen_e
xposure_history.first_n
ame","fieldvalue":"leon
"},{"fieldname":"allerg
en_exposure_history.la
st_name","fieldvalue":"
smith"},{"fieldname":"
allergen_exposure_hist
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ory.age","fieldvalue":"2
0"} When I run this on
the database using the

DataRobot tool it is
giving me the

following: allergen_exp
osure_history.first_nam
e leon allergen_exposu
re_history.last_name

smith allergen_exposur
e_history.age 20 This is
how I am defining my
query: Operand Type:
List (select) Operator:

IN Field(s): Data
Source(s): Input: Input
from Database: Output
to Database: query_1
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= Database.query(Data
base.INNERJOIN, 'allerg
en_exposure_history,
allergies') Query is
returned as a Table
object. Thank you so

much for your help! A:
I'm not familiar with
data robot but if you

want to run
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